GAC Funfly held on Sunday 11/09/22
The second Glenrothes Aeromodelling Club Fun-Fly was held on Sunday at the club site in calm, warm weather
which has been short in supply this year. A number of rounds of different types were held, starting with “ A
Minute Flight” to steady those taking part, before, the other slightly harder rounds, and the more extreme
Limbo finally
“ A Minutes Flight” was followed by “The Longest Glide”, “ Three Loops Three Rolls”, ”Spot Landing”, “ Touch
and goes”, “Limbo“ and “Balloon Bust Limbo”. Around eight Pilots took part in each round, although some
chickened out of the final event, either due to lack of serviceable model or perhaps “Just Sheer Fear” after
seeing some models hit the poles or top string of the Limbo (!! Who Could Blame Them!!) this is a model
killer round.
However much hilarity was evident as those who had not flown yet watched the antics of those trying to
complete each round ( That was until it was their turn to produce similar antics for others to enjoy).

A Minutes Flight
In this round the rules were that the Pilot was to take off and fly and land in exactly one minute. Timing was
started as power was applied for take off and stopped as soon as
Tom C’s Acrowot
the wheels or body of the plane ( for those models without wheels)
touched the ground. The “champion” of the previous Funfly
event Tom C was selected to start it off and was flying a foam
Acrowot. Tom’s brother Bert C
Bert C’s Visionaire
was next up flying a fairly new
model to him which he had only
flown a couple of times before
this event. Next up was Jock H
flying a foam Eurofighter built
from “Depron” sheets. This was followed by Tam P with a similar model. The
picture shows Tam concentrating on his hand
Jock H’s Eurofighter
launch
on the
Tam P going for Hand Launch
Square marked out for the ”Spot
Landing round” Next Up with the only
IC entry was Brian C (Sorry do not know
what the plane is named ) but it is a low
wing small glow motor powered plane .
Brian C’s Model On take off run
Brian B with his “Shockie”
Brian C was followed by our very own
"larger than life” Brian B flying a profile
foam plane what used to be called a
“Shock Flyer”
Next in line was Dave B with his
Tundra

Dave B on take off run
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Last Tom E with his fast and low drag Delta which seemed
to be able to fly on forever without requiring power

Tom E with his Sleek Delta

!! Scores on the Doors for this round were!!
Joint First

Tom C and Brian C within 3 sec of 1min

Third Jock H -- Forth Bert C -- Fifth Tam P
Joint Sixth Dave B and Brian B -- Seventh Tom E

Longest Glide
The format for this round was a 10 second motor Burn, from take off, then cut the motor and glide for as long
as possible before landing. Time was taken from Take off till first touch of the ground during landing. The
winner of the round was the one who remained in the air longest.
Oops did I just miss the runway
Again all the same planes
Dave B’s Tundra just making it back to
were used but, this event
the strip after the glide
tended to favour the lighter
foam models with electric
motors and low drag.
Tam P’s Eurofighter lost
control during the landing
stage of the flight due to its
drag and no airspeed over
the
control
surfaces
resulted in it decided to
turn and land just at the banking of the field. Hence, giving great
enjoyment to those watching . No damage and it lived again for the
next round . Due to the competitiveness of Pilots trying to extend the Glide, some models were lucky to
make the strip for landing.
Tom E’s super gliding Delta
Tom E’s delta was a very clean aerodynamic model which
seemed to glide on forever and remained aloft for double
the time of most of the other models

!! Scores on the Doors for this round were!!
First

Tom E fantastic doubling the time of the rest

Second Brian B -- Third Jock H -- Forth Tam P
Fifth Tom C -- Sixth Brian C
Seventh Dave B and Bert C had a no score
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Three Loops Three Rolls
The format for this was to take off, fly outside the perimeter of the site, and complete three Loops and three
rolls. These could be done in any order but, must be done out with the strip. Time was taken from take off to
completion of aerobatics and subsequent landing. As you can imagine more than one ‘OOPS’ occurred with
great hilarity from those observing . However amazingly no planes were damaged although some came very
fairly close to TERA FIRMA. Below are a few picture sequencies of the models . These are not the best picture
due to the difficulty capturing the distant images with the camera and I only caught a couple ( Sorry}
Bert C in action

Brian B in action

!! Scores for this round were!!
First

Brian B --- Second Tom C -- Third Bert C

Forth Tom E -- Fifth Brian C -- Sixth Jock H
No Time both Tam P and Dave B

Spot landings
Almost self explanatory . The aim is to land on the spot or square marked on the Runway. Not a timed event
But the distance the plane touched down from the spot measured .
Tom C chances the vertical approach
Nearest the spot wins. Obviously the aim is to land the plane not just
throw it at the spot . No points are given for planes which touched the
spot vertically However pilots
Bert C the cautious approach
were very good and did not
attempt this manoeuvre on
this occasion. Well almost but
despite this picture Tom C did
touch down with his wheels,
before the plane tipped on its
nose and hence remained in
the game. Bert C was more
cautious in his attempt keeping
plane landing smooth (Well
C
Almost) as can be seen
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It would seem that the pilots all had their own style of throwing
(landing) the plane at the
Brian B the normal approach
spot and Tam P tried the
backward flip approach while
Brian B favoured the normal
landing approach while Dave
B decided on the wing first
approach Most others were
sensible and joined Brian B in
the normal landing approach
( how boring)

Dave B’s wing first approach
( Oops wrong wing)

Who Knew there were so many
landing styles

Tam P’s the back flip approach

Dave B’s wing first approach

“ I must practice these Landing
Styles”
Can any one give me a loan of a
model to practice with----( !!!!!! Please !!!!!)

Now for The Normal Guys

Scores for this Round
First Tom C -- Second Jock H
Jock H approach

Third Brian B – Forth Tom E
Fifth Tom P -- Sixth Bert C
Seventh Brian C
Eighth Dave B

Brian C
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Touch and Go
Another timed round were the pilot is asked to do as many touch and go’s
Bert C touch and go
as possible in one minute before landing. This round posed some
difficulties to some with
Tom C’s touch and go
models which did not have
wheels. A exemption being
given for these models just
to fly low enough as
simulated landing but not
needing to touch the
ground. Unfortunately the
ground seems to be
several inches
Brian B touch and go
( 2.54cm for
the
youngsters
among us ) higher than they thought and a couple of pilots
hit the ground
Brian C touch and go
which resulted in
not being able to
take off again,
hence that
completed their round. This round seemed to prove most difficult
for the pilots, with several bouncing models rather than running
along the ground . Still we manged a few “scores on the door”
and all the models survived to fight another day. Maybe, requiring
slight realignment of some undercarriages

Results for this round
First Brian B -- Second Jock H -- Third Dave B -- Forth Bert C
-- Fifth Tom C -- Sixth Brian C
And finally the two who had problems with the problems with the ground moving up a few inched and
hitting their model Tam P and Tom E (sorry Guys)

Limbo
Two poles were erected either side of the runway with a
wool thread strung at head height between them. The idea
of this round was
Bert C !!”Pesty”!! Ground
to fly between the

Tom C !!!!!watch!!!! that POLE
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Tam P one of his clean limbo

poles lower than the wool thread as many times as possible in a one
minute time and finally land .

This event separates the men from the boys . !!! Hello BOYS!!!
Brian B !!!! Gets it wrong!!!!!
While some manages
to get their model
through, on one or
more occasion ,
unfortunately the risk also increased with each attempt .
This resulted in only one clear round with the others
either hitting the pole, catching the wool thread, or that
troublesome ground jumping up, catching their model
and ending their
Jock H !! how did I get so high!!
round. A clear
round required that
the plane remained
flying for one minute
Jock H !! see I can do it!!
before landing not
hitting the ground or
anything else within the
minute. Tam P was
doing well with four
limbos before his
bravado caught him out on the fifth pass giving him no score.
Others manages a couple of limbos before being caught out
and some just missed it altogether. Only Brian C managed a
clear round all be it with only one
Brian C !! coming in for his winning Limbo Pass !!
limbo and many misses but he
remained in the air for the minute and
landed safely.

Scores for this Round
First Brian C
All others unfortunately scratched as
although, some manages to get through the limbo in the minute, they all fell foul to not completing the
Minute flight by either hitting the ground or scumming to the limbo poles or string !!Well done for trying
Guys !!
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Balloon Bust Limbo
Tom and Bert C ready for the Balloon Bust

The final event unfortunately with a few less pilots
due to the limbo
above. The limbo
Tom C !! got the pole that time!!
was raised and
Balloons added.
This gave a added
difficulty as now
the idea was to
get through the
limbo but also
burst a Balloon
on the way. To
aid their chances
some added a

few pins to their foam planes. Again the format was a
minutes flight time and as many Balloons bust as
possible.

Bert C !! scrapes through just missing top thread!!

Tam P get through but misses the balloons

First Pilot Tom C
who Just misses
the pole in the
limbo round
made sure he got
it this time .
unfortunately it
was a bit harder than he thought and it badly damaged his plane . It
will mend thankfully ( Sorry Tom)
Tam P !! demonstrates the stance
Bert C having seen what happened
that must be adopted when
to brother Tom used a bit more
flying Limbo!!
caution, got through the limbo ,
missed the Balloons, but just missed the top thread allowing his model
to come away unscathed.
Pilots who fly the limbo require a lot of concentration and must
apparently adopt a special stance and in the following picture Tam C
demonstrates this stance perfectly. What was amazing is that some who
managed to get through the limbo managed to miss the balloons and it
is telling that no one manages to complete this round

We are glad to report that no Balloons were hurt during this event
!! ALL LIVED TO TELL THE TALE !!
In conclusion a great enjoyable day had by all
A big thanks has to go the Bob Nellies for running this event for GAC
and of course all the Pilots who took part and provided the entertainment
Here’s to the next one
(Fuzzy photographs and write up by Barry Widley)

A few more images of this round are shown on the following page ENJOY.
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